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Abstract

Image description methods based on local appearance characteristics are one of the
most important research areas in computer vision. Many applications, such as image
classification, image retrieval, 3D reconstruction, and image stitching, are based on
the extraction and description of local appearance features. The quality of these
descriptions directly affects the final performance of the task. On the other hand,
the constant improvement of mobile device hardware makes it possible to bring a
multitude of computer vision applications to these devices. However, it is not yet
clear whether these descriptors are adequate for accurate operation and real-time
processing on these types of devices.

In this thesis we evaluate the performance of some of the the most relevant local
feature descriptors on both standard desktop computers, with and without GPU,
and on Android devices. We evaluate their accuracy, their computational efficiency
and power consumption. From our experiments we conclude that, despite the high
accuracy of descriptors based on deep learning models, they are not very suitable for
mobile devices. This is due to their high computational requirements. In comparison,
recent binary descriptors learned with traditional techniques represent a good trade-
off between accuracy and efficiency.

Key words: local feature, descriptor, machine learning, deep learning, convolutional
neural network, mobile devices
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Resumen

Los métodos de descripción de imágenes basados en características locales de apari-
encia son una de las áreas de investigación más importantes en visión por computa-
dor. Muchas de las aplicaciones, como por ejemplo la clasificación de imágenes, la
recuperación de imágenes, la reconstrucción 3D y la construcción de mosaios, se
basan en la extracción y descripción de características locales de apariencia. La cal-
idad estas descripciones afecta directamente a la rendimiento final de la tarea. Por
otro lado, la constante mejora del hardware de los dispositivos móviles hace posi-
ble llevar multitud de aplicaciones de la visión por computador a estos dispositivos.
Sin embargo, todavía no está claro si estos descriptores son decuados para un fun-
cionamiento preciso y un procesamiento en tiempo real en este tipo de dispositivos.

En esta tesis evaluamos el rendimiento de algunos de los descriptores de caracterís-
ticas locales más relevantes, tanto en ordenadores de sobremesa estándar, con y sin
GPU, como en dispositivos Android. Evaluamos su precisión, su eficiencia computa-
cional y el consumo de energía. De nuestros experimentos concluimos que, a pesar de
la alta precisión de los descriptores basados en aprendizaje profundo, todavía no son
muy adecuados para su uso en dispositivos móviles. Esto se debe a sus altos req-
uisitos computacionales. En comparación, algunos descriptores binarios recientes
representan un buen compromiso entre precisión y eficiencia.

Palabras clave: característica local, descriptor, aprendizaje automático, aprendizaje
profundo, red neuronal convolucional, dispositivos móviles
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Vision has always been an important way for humans to obtain information. As a ba-
sic visual information carrier, images have the characteristics of intuitive expression
and rich content, which constitute the basic content of human cognitive world.

Computer vision is the science of using computers to intelligently recognize sur-
rounding objects. The most important part for the computer to correctly process
and recognize an object is the description and representation of the object, that is,
what features are extracted from the image to effectively distinguish one object from
another. Many tasks such as image classification, image retrieval, 3D reconstruc-
tion and image stitching, can be regarded as image feature extraction and matching
problems.

Usually, researchers divide image features into global features and local features
according to the size of the feature extraction area. The object of global feature ex-
traction is usually the entire image. Local features, also known as local invariant
features, are the focus of current research. Local features pay attention only to cer-
tain regions of the image that are considered more interesting. Moreover, each of
these target regions has a specific area and is highly representative. Local features
are good ways to deal with external environmental changes, such as illumination,
translation, rotation, viewing angle, etc..

The classical pipeline (see Fig. 1.1) to do local feature based object detection is to first
detect regions of the image that are very distinctive (blobs, points, segments), next
describe each region using some compressed representation called descriptor. The
descriptor tries to represent the feature in a way that it is robust to image changes
like illumination, rotation or viewpoint changes. The descriptors of all the features
in an object represent therefore the description of the object. In the detection step,
the input camera frame will be processed to extract its features, these features will
be described and compared with the ones learned from the object, if they are similar,
we consider the object detected.
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1.2. Motivation

Figure 1.1: Local feature based object detection. First, detect feature regions of
the reference image and the camera frame. Second, describe feature regions of the
reference image and the camera frame. Next, match detected feature regions of two
images. If they are similar, then the object is detected.

One of the most well-known descriptors is SIFT [1–3], which uses the histogram of
gradient orientations to describe an image region. The histogram is defined in a
grid of fixed measurement regions in the two image dimensions and the orientation
dimension. Then, machine learning-based methods emerged, that involve training
on a given dataset and use the trained model to describe relevant regions in the
new image, such as BinBoost [4] and PR-proj descriptors [5]. Later, for the purpose
of replacing the fixed artificially determined parameters of SIFT and increasing the
number of available filters, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approaches emerged.
The great success of Alex Net [6] in the ImageNet competition set off a research boom
of CNN. Therefore, using CNN to learn descriptors of local features has become a
new research direction. There are more and more researches based on CNN, such as
DeepDesc [7], TFeat [8] and HardNet [9].

At the same time, researchers also provided several benchmark for the performance
analysis of the descriptors, such as the Mikolajczyk experiment [10], Hpathces [11].
All of them are implemented on the PC platform.

In addition, with the continuous development of mobile applications based on virtual
reality and visual navigation, the demand for implementing computer vision algo-
rithms on mobile device platforms is increasing. Nowadays, the hardware of mobile
devices has been greatly improved, and even in certain indicators can already catch
up or surpass the low-end PC. Therefore, it is becoming possible to implement com-
plex computer vision algorithms on these devices. However, whether the learned
descriptors are suitable for efficient operation and real-time processing on the mobile
devices remains unclear.

1.2 Motivation

In this thesis the main goal is to compare the top local feature descriptors in the state
of art in standard desktop and mobile platforms. The evaluation should measure the
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Introduction

following criteria:

• Accuracy: In several tasks like image matching, patch verification, image re-
trieval or scene reconstruction.

• Feasibility for on-device real-time applications: To this end we measure the
execution time on different platforms.

• Resource consumption: We evaluate the computational resources like CPU/GPU
usage, battery consumption or temperature increase in Android devices.

1.3 Structure

In chapter 2, an analysis of the state-of-the-art research on different local feature
detection and extraction algorithms, and existing evaluation benchmark is carried
out. Chapter 3 describes the implementation details of the descriptors comparison
experiment and the results. In chapter 4, some conclusions of the main research
content of this project are provided. Finally, we point out the problems found in the
project, and provide a clear future research direction.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 Local features

Local image features are essentially an image pattern composed of local neighbor-
hoods. Commonly, local image features include corners, edges, or blobs, as shown
in Fig. 2.1. In recent years, local features have been successful due to providing a
statistically significant image representation. In real life, images are always complex
and diverse. Even in the same scene, under different conditions such as lighting
and view-point changes, they will eventually show different forms. In this case, local
features are a good choice to overcome such a big challenge.

Figure 2.1: Example of local features.

The feature-based image matching approach involves two parts: feature extraction
and feature matching, where feature extraction consists of feature detection and fea-
ture description. Feature detection refers to determining the position and size of
feature points or feature areas, and feature description refers to generating a vector
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2.1. Local features

of values to describe the detected feature points or feature areas. On the other hand,
feature matching refers to matching feature points in two or more images.

The feature extraction process is shown in Fig. 2.2. It will first extract a series of
well-represented feature points (keypoints). Each feature point will be described by
a feature vector, and eventually, a feature matrix will be generated to achieve the
representation of the image.

Figure 2.2: Local feature extraction process. The multiscale keypoints in the example
grayscale image are detected with SIFT. The graylevel pixels of each interest region
are represented by the descriptor into floating/binary values as shown in the left
vector. All vectors are combined in the final descriptors as shown in the right matrix.

2.1.1 Local feature detector

There are many kinds of feature detection methods in the literature, we can divide
the detection methods into the following types: corner detection and blob detection.
Other methods like segment detection [12,13] or line detection [14,15] are out of the
scope of this thesis.

2.1.1.1 Corner detection

Corner is the intersection of two edges with different directions or different gradi-
ents, see Fig. 2.1. The representative algorithms are Harris corner detector [16] and
FAST [17] (Features from accelerated segment test) detector.

1. Harris corner detector [16]
The Harris corner detector is the most well-known corner detection method
which is based on the second moment auto correlation matrix and mainly de-
scribes the gradient distribution of a point neighborhood, see Fig. 2.3. If two
eigenvalues of the matrix are significant, then the point is a corner. Harris
detector has been proved to have high repeatability and discriminability.

2. FAST detector [17]

6



State of the art

(a) Flat (b) Edge (c) Corner

Figure 2.3: Harris Corner Detector: classification of image points using the eigen-
values of the correlation matrix. A flat point is the region without variation for any
direction, the two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are small, as shown in the red part of the
figure. An edge is a point with variation which only happens for some direction, one
of the two eigenvalues is big, as shown in the two green parts of the figure. A cor-
ner is the point with big variation if shifting the window in any direction and two
eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are big, as shown in the blue part of the figure.

FAST detector has been widely used in the construction of efficient detection-
description pipelines due to its fast and good detection performance. Its main
idea is to detect if a certain pixel contains a corners by doing gray intensity tests
in a ring placed around it, see Fig. 2.4. The detection speed can be further ac-
celerated using decision trees. The FAST detector is usually applied when there
are high real-time requirements, such as object recognition in video surveil-
lance. But this efficiency makes it less discriminative and therefore it performs
worse in challenging scenarios with high noise in the image.

2.1.1.2 Blob detection

Blobs usually refer to regions that differ in color and grayscale from the surrounding
area, see Fig. 2.1. Since the blob represents a region, it has better stability than

Figure 2.4: FAST detection process: (1) Pick a pixel P from the picture. Set its
brightness value as Ip. (2) Set an appropriate threshold t. (3) Consider a discretized
Bresenham circle with a radius equal to 3 pixels centered on the point P . (4) If there
are n continuous pixels on this 16-pixel circle, and their pixel values are either larger
than Ip + t or smaller than Ip − t, then it is a corner point, as shown by the white
dotted line in the figure.
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simple corners. The most well-known blob detectors are:

1. LoG detector [18]
LoG (Laplacian of Gaussian) detector is a second-order Laplacian-Gaussian edge
extraction algorithm, which performs Gaussian filtering first for noise reduction
and then use Laplacian operator for edge extraction. By defining different sizes
of the Gaussian kernel, it is possible to detect blobs at different scales. But the
computational complexity of LoG is too high for practical application.

2. DoG detector [19]
The DOG (Difference of Gaussian) operator approximates the LOG operator with
a Gaussian difference function, thereby reducing the amount of calculation.
The difference of Gaussian is obtained by subtracting two Gaussian images
with different sigma values. Then, by performing non-maximum suppression
(local maximum search) on the Gaussian difference image, the feature points
are located as local maxima in the position and scale spaces.

3. DoH detector [20]
The DoH (the determinant of the Hessian) detector, based on the Hessian ma-
trix, finds the local maximum of the determinant of Hessian over scale space to
obtain the feature point.

2.1.1.3 Affine invariant feature detector

Later, affine invariant feature detectors have been proposed to improve the descrip-
tion invariance in presence of out-of-the-image-plane rotations, which comprises:

1. Harris-Affine detector [21]
The detection methods of Harris-Affine detector combines the advantages of
Harris corner detection and Laplace scale space to achieve scale invariance.
The keypoints are detected at differenct scale using the scale-adapted Harris
operator and then are selected in scale-space by the LoG operator. And then
the detected feature regions perform an affine transformation, that is, the opti-
mal shape adaptation matrix for each keypoint is estimated, extracting elliptical
keypoints. Finally, the feature regions are normalize into circles or squares.

2. Hessian-Affine detector [22]
The Hessian-Affine detector works in a similar way as the Harris-Laplace, that
instead of Harris operator, use the DoH matrix to find the location of interest
points. Then use LoG operator to select the scale, and perform affine adaption
process to select affine invariant points.

2.1.2 Local feature descriptor

After the feature detection algorithm obtains the specific location, scale and rotation
of the feature point, how to reasonably describe the local image pattern near the fea-
ture point, that is, how to generate the descriptor vector corresponding to the feature
point, has a great influence on the quality of subsequent applications. Therefore, the
local feature descriptor is always a crucial part of the local feature extraction algo-
rithm. A good local feature descriptor must be discriminative and robust. Discrim-
inativity refers to whether the descriptor can accurately capture the corresponding
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State of the art

Figure 2.5: Local feature descriptor (taken from CVPR’2017 Tutorials: Local Feature
Extraction and Learning for Computer Vision).

changes when the feature area changes. Robustness refers to whether the descrip-
tors can still match the same feature points when images are affected by noise such
as illumination changes or geometric transformation. In addition, an excellent fea-
ture descriptor must have high efficiency, that is, low computational complexity, see
Fig. 2.5.

Feature description algorithms have attracted the attention of many researchers. In
recent years, with the rise of neural networks, research on feature descriptors based
on deep learning has also made great progress. In this section, some local feature
description algorithms will be introduced, from the perspectives of both traditional
handcraft design and machine learning.

2.1.2.1 Handcrafted local feature descriptor

1. SIFT [1]
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) is a typical distribution-based descrip-
tor. The detection algorithm of SlFT is to use DoG operator to extract image
stable feature points. The feature extraction process of SIFT is generally divided
into the following four steps:

• Detect the extreme point on the scale space, and initially determine the
possible key points and its scale.

• Accurately determine the position and scale of keypoints, while remov-
ing low-contrast keypoints and unstable edge response points to enhance
matching accuracy and improve noise resistance.

• The main direction of feature points is extracted to keep the rotation invari-
ant.

• Generate feature descriptors through gradient statistics (orientation and
magnitude) in the neighborhood of key points, by partitioning the image
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2.1. Local features

area around key points, calculating the gradient histogram within the block.
Then normalize the feature descriptors to unit length in order to reduce the
impact of illumination changes. The descriptor is a 128-dimensional vector.

Figure 2.6: Description workflow of SIFT.

2. SURF [20]
For keypoint detection, SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) uses an approx-
imate Hessian matrix determinant as the basis for detection, and introducing
integral images to improve the speed of interest points detection. For feature
description, the descriptor is based on the sum of the Haar wavelet response
around the point of interest. The SURF descriptor is constructed three times
faster than SIFT.

3. RootSIFT [2]
RootSIFT is an improved algorithm based on SIFT, that allows SIFT descrip-
tors to be compared using a Hellinger kernel, thereby achieving superior perfor-
mance without increasing processing or storage requirements. First, it performs
an L1 normalization to the SIFT vector, then take the square root of each element
in the vector. Finally the resulting descriptor is L2-normalized.

4. BRISK [23]
BRISK (Binary robust invariant scalable keypoints) is a binary-based local fea-
ture. It mainly uses the AGAST corner detector, which is an improved FAST
detector with faster speed and the same performance. To satisfy scale invari-
ance, BRISK constructs an image pyramid to detect feature points in multi-
scale space, conducting non-maximum suppression and interpolation across all
scales. Then, BRISK compares the gray values of the pixel pairs, which are posi-
tioned in concentric circles in the feature region, and generates a binary feature
descriptor. In order to satisfy the rotation invariance, it is necessary to select
the proper main direction of the feature point, see Fig. 2.7.

2.1.2.2 Local feature descriptor based on machine learning

Descriptor learning is usually a supervised learning problem. To achieve more dis-
criminative features, descriptors with the application of traditional machine learning
approaches in feature description have been proposed. Some representive learned
descriptors are the following:

1. ORB [24]
ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) constructs a multiscale image pyramid
and FAST detector to detect keypoints. Then the feature direction information
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Figure 2.7: BRISK descriptor: BRISK sampling pattern.

calculated by moments is added to the detected keypoints to form oFAST. After
the main direction is obtained, the rBRIEF descriptor is constructed according
to that. Based on BRIEF, ORB performs pairwise pixel values comparisons to
construct the binary string representing a region around a keypoint, that is,
if the intensity at one pixel is greater than the intensity at another one, the
corresponding bit in the binary string is set to 1, and 0 otherwise. Further,
the feature description is improved by adding a rotation factor. ORB learns the
optimal sampling pairs to ensure low correlation and high variance by running
a greedy search .

2. LBGM
LBGM [25], also called FP-Boost, is a floating point descriptor learning frame-
work based on the Boosting learning algorithm, training descriptors using pos-
itive and negative patch pairs based on gradient. Each dimension is computed
as a linear combination of weak learner responses, through which a descriptor
with illumination and viewpoint invariance can be learned.

3. BinBoost
Binboost [4] is a binary extention of LBGM, where each bit of the descriptor
is computed with a binary hash function, that is sequentially learned using
boosting. It enables faster matching while requiring less memory.

4. BELID
BELID [26] (Boosted Efficient Local Image Descriptor) is a real-valued descriptor.
It uses Boosting to train many weak learners to compare the mean gray values
in a pair of image square regions, to determine whether they represent the same
structure. The integral image is used to efficiently compute the difference be-
tween the mean gray values.

5. BEBLID
BEBLID [27] (Boosted Efficient Binary Local Image Descriptor) is an improved
descriptor based on BELID, which uses AdaBoost [28] to improve the feature
selection procedure. It is binarized by forcing all weak-learners to have the
same weight in the strong learner combination, see Fig. 2.8.

Recently several machine learning descriptors have been proposed based on Convo-
lutional Neuronal Networks(CNNs). By designing a reasonable network architecture
and loss function, the CNN-based descriptors to outperform the previous techniques
in various benchmark datasets.
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2.1. Local features

Figure 2.8: BEBLID descriptor extraction workflow. To describe an image patch,
BEBLID computes the mean gray value of the pixels in the red and blue boxes. For
each pair of red-blue boxes it subtracts their average values obtaining f(x), that is,
the WL. It then thresholds f(x) to obtain h(x) and the binary descriptor D(x) = h(x) ≥
0.

1. DeepDesc [7]
DeepDesc adopts the Siamese network to focus on training samples that are
difficult to distinguish between categories. Image patch pairs are used as input,
then use the non-linear mapping output by CNN as a descriptor. Use euclidean
distance to calculate similarity and minimize its hinge loss. This learned de-
scriptor is suitable for different datasets and applications, but requires a large
amount of training data to ensure its robustness.

2. TFeat [8]
TFeat has a shallow network architecture, which only contains two convolu-
tional layers, as shown in Fig. 2.9. TFeat proposes a triplet loss, see Fig. 2.10,
which is concerned with the relative distance between positive and negative sam-
ples. Each time the loss is calculated, a triplet is used as input. TFeat expects
that the distance between feature points (negative samples) corresponding to
different 3D points should be as large as possible, and the distance between
feature points (positive samples) corresponding to the same 3D point should be
as small as possible, in order to meet the discrimination ability and robustness
of the feature descriptor.

Figure 2.9: Network Architecture of TFeat.

3. L2-Net [29]
Since most matching tasks require NNS (nearest neighbor search), the main idea
of L2-Net is to learn high-performance descriptors that can directly match the
L2 distance. The proposed L2-Net is a CNN-based model without metric learn-
ing layers, which converts 32×32 input patches to 128-dimensional descriptors.
It is trained by optimizing the relative distance among descriptors in the batch,
that is, making the positive matches have the minimal L2 distances. The ar-
chitecture of L2-Net is composed of seven convolution layers, and is regularized
with Batch Normalization and Dropout, as described in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: Diagram of triplet loss: minimizes the distance between the features of
anchor and positive sample, and maximizes the distance between the features of the
anchor and negative sample.

Figure 2.11: Network Architecture of L2-Net. 3×3 Conv = Convolution + Batch Nor-
malization + Relu. 8×8 Conv = Convolution + Batch Normalization.

4. HardNet [9]
The architecture of HardNet resembles L2-Net [29], as shown in Fig. 2.12. Like
TFeat, uses triplet loss. HardNet proposes a new loss for metric learning, maxi-
mizing the distance between the nearest positive sample and the nearest nega-
tive sample in a training batch. Inspired by the SIFT algorithm that uses nearest
neighbor matching, for each pair of positive samples, a distance matrix is cal-
culated in advance, and then the negative (non-matching) descriptors with the
closest distance to each descriptor of the corresponding pair are selected re-
spectively. Finally, among two candidates, the non-matching descriptor in the
nearest unmatched pair is chosen to form a triplet, as described in Fig. 2.13.
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2.1. Local features

Figure 2.12: Network Architecture of HardNet, adopted from L2Net [29]. Each con-
volutional layer is followed by batch normalization and ReLU, except the last one.
Dropout regularization is used before the last convolution layer.

Figure 2.13: Sampling procedure and the loss used. First, patches are described
by the current network. Then, a distance matrix is calculated. The closest non-
matching descriptor (red) is selected for each ai and pi patch from positive pair (green)
respectively. Finally, among two negative candidates the hardest (closest) one is
chosen. All operations are done in a single forward pass.

2.1.3 Local feature matching

After the feature detection and description, the descriptors need to be matched to
perform the subsequent tasks, that is, to find the correspondence between the ref-
erence image and the test image. The matching methods of local feature descriptors
include:

1. Nearest neighbor matching: for each feature point in the reference image, find
the feature point closest to it in the test image as a match. In this case, a feature
point has only a unique matching point.

• Linear search: is also called "brute force matching", that is, directly match-
ing keypoints in sequence without any preprocessing of feature data. Al-
though it has the advantage of simple operation, because of the large num-
ber of matching operations, the computationt time is huge and the match-
ing efficiency is very low.

• Approximate nearest neighbour search: to improve search efficiency, re-
searchers have proposed a series of matching algorithms based on space-
partitioning, such as k-d tree or Local Sensitive Hashing [30].
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2. Threshold-based matching: for each feature point in the reference image, find
all feature points in the test image with a distance less than the distance thresh-
old. In this case, a feature point may correspond to multiple matching points.

No matter which method is adopted, there are still many false matches in the initial
feature matching, and these false matches will greatly interfere with the subsequent
tasks. Therefore, in some cases it is necessary to remove the erroneous matches on
the basis of establishing the initial matching of local features. The most commonly
used methods are the Lowe’s ratio test, mutual matching method, or a combination
of both.

1. Nearest neighbor distance ratio matching: for each feature point in the ref-
erence image, find the nearest neighbor and the second nearest neighbor to the
feature point descriptor. The ratio of the distances to the two nearest neighbors
should be smaller than a given threshold. Otherwise, the match is considered
wrong and removed, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Nearest neighbor distance ratio matching representation

2. Mutual nearest neighbor matching: utilizes the distinctiveness principle of
matching pairs of feature points: the matching points in the reference image
and the test image are in one-to-one correspondence. That is, for the two feature
point sets P and Q of the reference image and the test image, there are two one-
to-one matched pair sets from different matching directions, P → Q and Q → P .
The final correct matching result should be the intersection between the two
matches sets.

Figure 2.15: Mutual nearest neighbor representation

After applying some of these techniques to generate the matches, the next step is the
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2.2. Local feature descriptor evaluation

estimation of some geometric model. Since the set of matches usually contains a high
number of outliers, RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [31] is used to estimate
the model. The RANSAC algorithm is an uncertainty algorithm, that is, it obtains
robustly a reasonable result with a certain probability. To increase the probability of
RANSAC succeeding, the number of iterations, and, hence, the computational cost
must be increased. In the application of feature matching, the inlier is the correct
match, and the outlier is the wrong match.

For local features whose descriptors are floating-point vectors (such as SIFT), L2
distance, also called Euclidean distance, is generally used as the distance metric.
Similarly, for local features whose feature descriptors are binary vectors (such as
ORB), Hamming distance, which is defined as the number of different bits between
the descriptors, is mostly used as its distance metric.

dL2(D1, D2) =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

(d1i − d2i)2 (2.1)

dHamming(D1, D2) =

n∑
i=1

(d1i
⊕

d2i) (2.2)

where D1 = (d11, .., d1i, ..., d1n) and D2 = (d21, .., d2i, ..., d2n) are the descriptors of two
images.

2.2 Local feature descriptor evaluation

2.2.1 Metrics

As a great deal of new local features have been proposed, more and more researchers
have begun to concentrate on their comparative study.

The most typical metrics used to evaluate the local feature descriptors are the follow-
ing:

• Precision and Recall: precision is the correct proportion of all predicted sam-
ples and recall is the proportion of correct correspondences predicted. These
two are often in contradiction. Our desire is that both precision and recall are
maximum.

Precision =
True positives

True positives+ False positives
(2.3)

Recall =
True positives

True positives+ False negatives
(2.4)

• mAP: mean Average Precision. AP is the area under the Precision-Recall curve,
which measures the performance in each feature. mAP is the average of all
categories of AP. It measures the average performance for all features.

• ROC: Receiver operating characteristics curve. It takes the false positive rate
(FPR) as the horizontal axis and the true rate (TPR) as the vertical axis.
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• AUC: is the area under ROC that ranges in value from 0.5 to 1. AUC equal to
0.5 indicates a random classification, and its recognition ability is 0. The closer
the value is to 1, the stronger the performance.

• FPR95: false positive rate (FPR) at point of 0.95 true positive rate (positive re-
call). The closer the FPR95 value is to 0, the better the performance.

2.2.2 Benchmarks

A benchmark contains datasets and the related evaluation protocol that makes differ-
ent methods comparable. For local feature descriptors, the most common evaluation
protocol is measuring descriptor performance on image matching task. Mikolajczyk
et al. [10] evaluate several handcrafted local detectors and descriptors by introducing
recall versus 1-precision metrics and using a small-scale dataset, which not only in-
cludes rich structural scene and texture scene images, but the images in each scene
have a variety of geometric (such as rotation changes, viewpoint changes, etc.) and
non-geometric changes (such as blur, JPEG compression, etc.), see Fig. 2.16. Later,
Heinly et al. [32] analyze the performance of different detector and descriptor pair-
ings by proposing additional metrics and datasets. The matching score is defined as
the ratio of the number of correct matches to the number of features detected in the
reference image.

(a) bark (b) boat (c) graf

(d) wall (e) bikes (f) trees

(g) leuven (h) ubc

Figure 2.16: The eight scenes of the Mikolajczyk dataset.

As more and more learning based local feature have been proposed with the success
of deep learning, to consider both handcrafted and learned local features, several
benchmarks based on patch pair classification have been proposed, which are able
to evaluate the discrimination ability of a descriptor to differ positive from negative
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patch pairs.

Brown benchmark [33] provides a patch-based dataset, which is commonly used for
local descriptor learning. Patches are extracted from DoG detections in three image
sequences: Liberty, Notre Dame, and Yosemite, where each sequence contains about
400k normalized patches. Normally, one of the subsets is used as training set and
two others are served as testing set. The evaluation is based on the patch verification
task, measuring the performance of descriptor between related and unrelated patches
on the basis of their distance in descriptor space. The FPR0.95.

Figure 2.17: Brown dataset. Each image containing a 16x16 arrary of image patches.
Each patch is sampled as 64x64 grayscale, with a canonical scale and orientation.

HPatches (Homography patches) benchmark [11] is proposed for modern descriptors.
It overcomes the disadvantages of previous benchmarks, that is, the lack of strict
criterion for all aspects of evaluation, such as patch extraction and normalization
in Mikolajczyk benchmark. As a result, the evaluation results are commonly incon-
sistent, which limits the application of learned descriptors. The HPatches dataset
consists of patches extracted from different images, and has two types of image
transformations, illumination change and viewpoint change, see Fig. 2.18. Since
the dataset is a patch-level dataset, it simplifies the process, makes it repeatable
and avoids experimental bias. To evaluate the generalization ability of descriptors,
HPatches benchmark compares the performance of descriptors from the perspective
of three main task, patch verification, image matching and patch retrieval. The final
performance is measured as mAP (mean Average Precision).

Another recently introduced novel benchmark is ETH local features benchmark [34].
Using challenging small and large scale datasets, see Fig. 3.15, the benchmark not
only concentrates on the basic matching task, but further focus on image-based
3D reconstruction tasks (i.e., Structure-from-Motion (SFM) and Multi-View Stereo
(MVS)), as the quality of SFM and MVS results relies on descriptor matching perfor-
mance. To afford novel insight concerning the practical application of the descriptors,
the evaluation metrics are obtained from the whole reconstruction pipeline, includ-
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Figure 2.18: Examples of the image sequences contributing to HPatches with different
transformation factors, including viewpoint (left), illumination (right).

ing feature matching, geometric verification, image retrieval, and sparse and dense
modeling.

(a) Fountain (b) Herzjesu (c) Madrid Metropolis

(d) South Building (e) Gendarmenmarkt (f) Tower of London

(g) Alamo (h) Roman Forum (i) Cornell

Figure 2.19: Example images in 3D reconstruction datasets.

As image matching is widely used in image retrieval and 3D reconstruction, every
year, a large number of papers claim to achieve the state-of-the-art. But a new Google
paper (Image Matching across Wide Baselines: From Paper to Practice) [35] pointed
out that it is probably the illusion of insufficient verification data. There exist a clear
necessity for large-scale, challenging benchmarks to both train and evaluate new
strategies for image matching. The image matching challenge launched by Google
in CVPR 2020 provides a benchmark with more than 25,000 images with accurate
pose and direction annotations, of large buildings taken in various light and different
perspectives, as shown in Fig. 2.20. The task is more focused on image matching in
3D reconstruction. In the stereo task, the number of features and number of inliers
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(produced by RANSAC) are reported. In the multi-view image matching task, a scene
is reconstructed from small image subsets, which are called “bags” and are randomly
sampled from the original set. Here, multiple metrics are introduced, including the
number of 3D landmarks, success rate in the 3D reconstruction across "bags", ratio
of camera registered in a "bag", average track length, mAP at 5-10◦ and absolute
trajectory error.

Figure 2.20: Sample images from the dataset of the CVPR2020 Image Matching Chal-
lenge.

2.2.3 Deep learning in mobile devices

With the widespread implementation of AI, deep learning technology has entered ev-
ery corner around us. Various applications are moving from computers to mobile
devices. How to better deploy and use the deep learning model on the mobile devices
and make full use of limited computing power to achieve fast and accurate inference
is the key problem that the mobile devices need to solve.

To deploy deep learning models to mobile platforms such as mobile phones, corre-
sponding mobile frameworks are required.

1. TFlite:
TFlite (Tensorflow Lite) is Google’s open source framework for migrating Ten-
sorFlow trained models to the Android App introduced at the Google I/O 2017
Developers Conference. It has four main steps: pick a trained model, convert,
deploy and optimize. TFlite is mainly composed of Converter and Interpreter, as
shown in Fig. 2.21, where Converter is responsible for packaging and optimiz-
ing models, and Interpreter is responsible for performing inference efficiently
and easily. TFlite has the following important features:

• Interpreter tuned for on-device ML: provide a set of core operators that are
optimized for on-device applications and with a small binary size.

• Model optimization: reduce the model size and improve its performance
without compromising on accuracy, such as quantization.

• Cross-platform: allow to run on many different platforms, now including
Android, iOS, embedded Linux, and microcontrollers.
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Figure 2.21: TFlite workflow. The left part is the Converter and the right part is the
Interpreter.

• Multiple languages: including Java, Swift, Objective-C, C++, and Python.

• Efficient model format: using a FlatBuffer that is optimized for small size
and portability.

• High performance: support hardware acceleration and provide device-optimized
kernels.

2. Pytorch Mobile:
Pytorch Mobile is an experimental release of Facebook that supports a cross-
platform mobile deployment pipeline from python to iOS and Android. It ex-
tends the PyTorch API to cover common preprocessing and integration func-
tions needed for embedding ML in mobile applications. The current version is
experimental, which has the following features:

• Cross-platform: supports both iOS and Android.

• Quantization for model optimization: supports a number of different quanti-
zation techniques, for example, post-training quantization, dynamic quan-
tization, and quantization-aware training.

• Dedicated runtime: allows the directly conversion of a PyTorch model to a
mobile-ready format, without using other tools/frameworks.

Also, it has so limitations:

• CPU only: now the experimental build is limited in it’s current hardware
access, which limits the on-device inference speeds.

• API limitation: the current API does not cover certain preprocessing and
integration functions.

3. TensorRT:
TensorRT is a C++ library launched by NVIDIA, including a high-performance
deep learning inference optimizer and runtime engine for production deployment
on NVIDIA GPUs. It is a complementary for deep learning frameworks such as
TensorFlow, PyTorch, etc. The principle of accelerated inference is that:
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• TensorRT supports inference in three types of precision: FP32, FP16, and
INT8. Low-precision network inference is used to achieve the purpose of
acceleration.

• TensorRT reconstructs the network structure, combines some operations,
and optimizes them according to the features of the GPU. The specific meth-
ods to improve performance are vertical and horizontal layer fusion, where
vertical layer fusion is to fuse sequential layers (Conv, bias and Relu) into
one single layer, and horizontal layer fusion refers to fuse layers that share
the same input tensor and apply the same operations with similar parame-
ters.

4. ONNX:
ONNX (Open Neural Network Exchange) is an open file format designed for ma-
chine learning, used to store the trained model. It enables different artificial
intelligence frameworks to store model data in the same format, and models
to be transferred between frameworks. The specifications and codes of ONNX
are mainly jointly developed by Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, IBM and other
companies. Currently, deep learning frameworks that officially support loading
ONNX models and performing inference are: Caffe2, PyTorch, TensorRT and so
on, and TensorFlow also supports ONNX in an unofficial way.

5. OpenCV:
Since OpenCV 3.3, the DNN module has been added. At present, it already sup-
ports loading various trained deep learning networks with popular deep learning
frameworks, such as Caffe, TensorFlow, Torch, ONNX, Darknet, etc, and per-
forms the forward propagation (i.e., inference). OpenCV’s dnn interface is very
simple to use and easy to call since it does not depend on other libraries. Sim-
ply, the process of inference is: load a model from disk, preprocess the input
image and input the image into the network to perform inference.
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Development

This section describes different evaluation methods for comparing the state-of-the-art
descriptors, including implementation details for the evaluated descriptors. Finally,
the evaluation results in the experiments are discussed.

We use RootSIFT [2] as the best classic technique, TFeat [8] and HardNet [9] as rep-
resentatives of the Deep Learning Networks, BinBoost [4] as example of non-efficient
learned binary descriptor and last ORB [24] and BEBLID [27] as the state of art
among the efficient learned binary descriptor. Table 3.1 shows a summary of all
these local descriptors.

All the learned methods but ORB, were trained in Liberty dataset [33] to make a fair
comparison. The implementation of ORB, BinBoost and SIFT are the ones in OpenCV.
SIFT descriptor is normalized as RootSIFT. BEBLID is implemented in Python, and
the CNN-based descriptors are implemented using PyTorch.

Table 3.1: Summary of evaluated local feature descriptors

Descriptor Dimension Data Type Handcrafted/Learned Training Set

RootSIFT 128 Float Handcrafted None
ORB 256 Binary Learned None

BinBoost 256 Binary Learned Liberty
BEBLID 512 Binary Learned Liberty
TFeat 128 Float Learned (CNN) Liberty

HardNet 128 Float Learned (CNN) Liberty

3.1 Local descriptors accuracy evaluation

3.1.1 Evaluation based on image matching

In this experiment we use the Mikolajczyk dataset, as shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists
of eight scenes that have undergone several image transformations. From each scene
there are six images with increasing noise level. The transformation include rotation
and scale change (Boat and Bark), viewpoint change (Graf and Wall), light change
(Leuven), JPEG compression (UBC), and image blur (Bikes and Trees).
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(a) bark (b) boat

(c) graf (d) wall

(e) bikes (f) trees

(g) leuven (h) ubc

Figure 3.1: The eight scenes of the Mikolajczyk dataset. (a) and (b): rotation + zoom,
(c) and (d): viewpoint change, (e) and (f): image blur, (g): JPEG compression, (h): light
change.
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To evaluate the descriptive ability and discrimination of local feature descriptors, the
experiment is based on image matching:

1. Feature detection: Detect local feature using DoG detector in OpenCV and
extract the feature regions of the image. The DoG regions use to be quite small
so we scale up by a constant factor which is different for each descriptor (6.75
for RootSIFT). We rotate and crop it in such a way that it fits in a 32× 32 patch.
Bi-cubic interpolation is used.

2. Feature description: describe the obtained patches with different approaches.

3. Feature matching: Match the local feature descriptors using the first nearest
neighbor matching method. Compare the matching results of the descriptors to
the real matches, which are obtained according to the overlap error, that can be
estimated using image patches and their homography-based reprojections.

The evaluation result of the local feature descriptor is represented by the recall versus
1-precision curves. The formulas for these calculations are as follows:

Recall =
n◦ correct matches

n◦ correspondences
(3.1)

1− precision =
n◦ false matches

n◦ correct matches+ n◦ false matches
(3.2)

Here, n◦ correspondences refers to the real matches, that is, whether the matching is
correct is determined by the overlap error using groud-truth homographies. Assum-
ing that there is a pair of initially matched regions A and B, given a homography
matrix H, such that, the overlapping error εs of A and B is calculated as follows:

εs = 1− (A ∩HTBH)/(A ∪HTBH) (3.3)

Among them, HTBH means the transformed region of B. The larger the εs, the lower
the overlap of A and B. Given a threshold t0, if εs(A,B) < t0, then A and B are a
pair of relative regions (correspondences). If A and B are both matching regions and
correspond regions, then A and B are considered to be a correct match; otherwise, A
and B are a false match.

The n◦ correct matches indicates the number of correct matching in the pair of fea-
ture regions matched by the local feature descriptor; n◦ false matches indicates the
number of the mismatch of local feature descriptors. Local feature descriptors with
high discrimination power should have more area under the curve. Recall versus
1-precision curves of matching results is mostly not related to the interest region
detector [10].

Here, we set the keypoint scale as 6.75 for non-CNN-based descriptors, as 10 for
CNN-based descriptors.

Fig. 3.2 is recall vs. 1-precision graph, which shows matching results on structured
scene (Boat)under rotation and scaling changes. HardNet and TFeat outperforms all
the other descriptors when matching images with easy transformation. Compared
with TFeat, RootSIFT is more robust to rotation, followed by BEBLID. Fig. 3.3 shows
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the results for scale and rotation change on textured scene (Bark). HardNet and
RootSIFT outperforms all the other descriptors that their curves are horizontal at
high recall. BEBLID has the third highest ranking and Binboost performs the worst.

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show matching results for viewpoint change on structured (Graf)
and textured (Wall) scenes. The recall is better on the textured scene than on the
structured one. Note that HardNet obtains the best score on both scenes and Root-
SIFT has the second best ranking, followed by TFeat and Beblid. HardNet shows its
advantage for large viewpoint change.

Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 show matching results for image blur on structured (Bikes) and
textured (Trees) scenes. The performance on the textured scene is more influenced
by blurring. On both scenes, RootSIFT and Hardnet have the best performance, and
BinBoost is the lowest. The performance of CNN-based descriptors decreases greatly
with blur level. BEBLID also performs good enough on the entire structured scene
and the textured scene containing large blur changes.

Fig. 3.8 shows matching results for light change (Leuven). All descriptors have better
performance than the one in the other scenes. HardNet is the most robustest de-
scriptor. Larger illumination change has greater influence for TFeat. The lowest rank
descriptor is BinBoost. Overall, all curves are horizontal at high recall. The applied
transformation does not affect significantly the descriptors.

Fig. 3.9 shows matching results for JPEG compression (UBC). Hardnet is the best and
TFeat has advantage for large transformation in comparison with Beblid. BinBoost
performs worst.

As a summary of all the previous plots, we can take a look at figure 3.10 that shows
the overall results for all scenes in terms of Average Precision (AP). HardNet and Root-
SIFT are the best descriptors in most of the tests, followed by TFeat and BEBLID. This
shows their robustness and distinctiveness. HardNet shows high performance for all
types of image transformation. All the descriptors are less affected by illumination,
but are not invariant to other big image transformations. Moreover, in most cases,
the textured scenes are more challenging than the structured scenes for all the de-
scriptors.
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Figure 3.2: Results for scale and rotation change on textured scene.
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Figure 3.3: Results for scale and rotation change on structured scene.
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Figure 3.4: Results for viewpoint change on structured scene.
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Figure 3.5: Results for viewpoint change on textured scene.
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Figure 3.6: Results for image blur on structured scene.
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Figure 3.7: Results for image blur on textured scene.
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Figure 3.8: Results for illumination change.
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Figure 3.9: Results for JPEG compression.
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Figure 3.10: Overall results on Mikolajczyk dataset

3.1.2 Evaluation based on multitasks

HPatches [11] is a benchmark for local patch descriptor evaluation. The dataset
consists of several sets of patches, which are extracted from 116 sequences, where
each sequence contains 6 images of the same scenes, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The
images can be divided in two groups, one with illumination changes and another
with viewpoint changes.

Figure 3.11: Image sequence example. The leftmost image is the reference image.
The other 5 images are test images with a different viewpoint.

To extract these patches, as shown in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13, DoG, Hessian and Harris
detectors are used to detect keypoints in the reference image, and then, using ground-
truth homography, those keypoints are re-projected on the remaining 5 test images
in each sequence with 3 levels of geometric noise (translation, scale, anisotropy and
rotation): easy, hard and tough.

HPatches benchmark defines three complementary tasks, patch verification, image
matching and patch retrieval. Distance between patches are computed using L2
distance and final performance is measured as mAP. Then precision and recall rank
i, and the average precision are calculated as the following:

Pi(y) =

∑i
k=1[yk]+∑i
k=1 |yk|

(3.4)
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Figure 3.12: Patch extraction process. Each detected feature frame (yellow) is repro-
jected in the ref. image with a random transformation T for EASY, HARD or TOUGH.
Using the ground truth homography Hgt, these regions are reprojected to target im-
ages.

Figure 3.13: Patches in the HPatches dataset. For each sequence, the dataset pro-
vides a set of reference patches and three patches sets for each of the remaining 5
images, containing the corresponding patches from reference image as found in the
test image with increasing amounts of geometric noise (e<h<t).
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Ri(y) =

∑i
k=1[yk]+∑N
k=1[yk]+

(3.5)

AP (y) =

∑
k:yk=+1 Pk(y)∑N

k=1[yk]+
(3.6)

where y = (y1, .., yn)ε {−1, 0,+1}n are labels of a ranked list of patches returned for a
patch query, and -1 indicates negative, 1 is positive match and 0 means to ignore,
which is used for retrieval task. In this case, to calculate recall and average precision,
the divisor should be the total number of positives K.

• Patch verification: casts description to a classification problem, i.e. verifies
whether two patches match or not. There are six patch pair sets in total, com-
bining positive pairs with three levels of detector noise and negative pairs which
can be sampled from images either within the same sequence or from different
sequences. For a patch pair set of positive and negative pairs with labels, their
ranked corresponding confidence scores are obtained to calculate the average
precision. And the final metric is the mAP of all rank.

• Image matching: evaluates the descriptor in first-nearest-neighbor image match-
ing. Here, an image is considered as a collection of patches. The sequences
are grouped based on whether they vary by viewpoint or illumination and each
group is instantiated with patches of three different geometric noise levels. The
mAP over multiple image pairs is used as the final evaluation criterion. Due to
ground truth reprojection, the number of geometric correspondences is equal to
number of matches, i.e., the maximum recall is 100%.

• Patch retrieval: measures discriminability of descriptors in a large dataset. It is
a one-to-many matching task, which considers these retrieved patches from the
matched images of reference images with a large proportion of distraction and
returns AP of the label collection ranked by confidence scores. Due to concern
of repeating structures in images, patches in the same image sequence but not
corresponding are ignored by setting the labels as "0". The final performance is
measured as mAP over multiple query descriptors.

Here, two different versions of the descriptors generated using ORB, RootSIFT and
BinBoost are compared. One of them is the descriptors computed using OpenCV
that have been used in the previous Mikolajczyk experiment, another one is the pre-
computed descriptors which are provided by the HPatches official website.

In terms of the result, Fig. 3.14 shows that HardNet obtains the best results in all
the three tasks. TFeat is the second best descriptor in the verification and retrieval
tasks. In matching task, it has the third highest ranking, where its mAP is very close
to the mAP of RootSIFT implemented using OpenCV and is higher than the one of the
pre-computed descriptors for RootSIFT.

In addition to the CNN-based descriptors, RootSIFT and BEBLID also has good accu-
racy in the 3 tasks. BEBLID has higher ranking in the verification and the matching
tasks. For all the descriptors, Illumination change is more challenging than the view-
point change.

To sum up, according to the HPatches experimental results, CNN-based descriptors
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Figure 3.14: Results on the HPatches dataset, evaluated on the test set of the “full”
split.

shows an obvious improvement over the other state-of-the-art descriptors, but Root-
SIFT is also a comparable descriptor.

3.1.3 Evaluation based on 3D Reconstruction

Typically, the goal of image-based reconstruction is to generate high-quality 3D mod-
els. This benchmark consists of two main procedures, the descriptor matching and
the 3D reconstruction. The main steps of the experiment are the following:

• Matching pipeline:

1. Feature extraction: obtain and normalize feature patches from the pre-
computed keypoints of the benchmark, which are detected by standard
SIFT keypoint detector. Then describe patches with different descriptors.

2. Matching: match the descriptors of each image pair. The L2 distance is
served as an efficient distance metric to calculate the similarity between
two descriptors. Additionally, to decrease the false positive matching rate,
we use Lowe’s ratio test [1] and mutual nearest neighbor constraint (i.e.,
to consider a match as valid we require the query keypoint to be the closer
one to the reference keypoint among all the query keypoints, but also we
require the query keypoint to the the closer one to the reference keypoint
among all the reference keypoints.)

• Reconstruction pipeline:

1. Geometric verification: perform a two-view geometric verification. Since
matches are pure appearance-based correspondences, it is necessary to
achieve inlier matches, which are geometrically verified, for the reconstruc-
tion procedure.

2. Sparse modeling: calibrate the cameras of the input images and infer a
sparse model of the scene using (Structure from Motion) SfM. Those suc-
cessfully verified image pairs with a minimum of 15 inlier feature corre-
spondences are used as the input. Here, SfM also implements a stricter
and more accurate geometric multi-view verification.

3. Dense modeling: the output of SfM is used as the input of (Multi-View
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Stereo) MVS to obtain a dense representation of the scene.

The ETH local features benchmark perform the 3D reconstruction tasks based on
COLMAP, which is a general-purpose, end-to-end image-based 3D reconstruction
pipeline.

To quantify the quality of the matching performance and the 3D reconstruction re-
sults, the presented experiment evaluates the following performance measures:

• For the matching accuracy evaluation: number of inlier pairs and matches
(N◦ Inlier Pairs and N◦ Inlier Matches);

• For the reconstruction completeness evaluation: number of registered images
(N◦ Registered) and reconstructed sparse points (N◦ Sparse Points);

• For the reconstruction accuracy evaluation: image observations (N◦ Observations),
mean track length (Track Length), mean reprojection error (Reproj. Error);

• Reconstructed dense points (N◦ Dense Points).

The descriptors are evaluated on several datasets, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The multiple
view stereo (MVS) benchmark [36] comprises two scenes with highly accurate ground-
truth camera positions and depth maps, Fountain and HerzJesu, see Figs. 3.15 (a)
and (b), which includes 11 and 8 images respectively. Internet photo collections [37]
are composed of photographs with high variance, which brings more challenges to
the descriptors. Here, Madrid Metropolis dataset is used, see Fig. 3.15 (c).

The resulting data are presented in Table. 3.2. It shows that, for the two smaller
datasets, Fountain and Herzjesu, in the reconstruction evaluation, HardNet outper-
forms the other descriptors. In terms of geometric verification and sparse reconstruc-
tion results, RootSIFT performs typically on par with TFeat, followed by BEBLID. The
number of registered images and the dense points of all methods are roughly the
same, which means that all descriptors have similar reconstruction quality.

In the bigger and more challenging dataset (Madrid Metropolis), HardNet, RootSIFT
and TFeat still produces the best results, both in terms of sparse and dense recon-
struction results. Notably, Beblid consistently performs competitively.

Besides, we run the experiment with two types of matching strategies, the mutual
nearest neighbour with or without ratio test methods. According to the results in
Table. 3.2, We found that most of the descriptors, especially binary descriptors and
CNN-based descriptors, performed worse with ratio tests than those without ratio
tests. It can be concluded that the ratio value is also an important factor in the
final performance, that is, when the ratio value is too large, the matching is too
strict, which will cause the performance of the descriptor to decrease. The Table. 3.3
further proves this observation.

3.2 Local descriptor efficiency evaluation

The statistics of feature description speed is an important basis for whether the de-
scriptor can be real-time. Here different methods are used to describe the same
image, and finally use a statistically meaningful result to present and compare the
advantages and disadvantages of various descriptors in efficiency.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.15: Example images in 3D reconstruction datasets. (a) Fountain dataset. (b)
Herzjesu dataset. (c) Madrid Metropolis dataset.
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Table 3.2: Evaluation results on ETH local features benchmark with SIFT keypoint
detector (DoG). kpScale = Keypoint Scale, MRNN = Mutual nearest neighbour with
ratio test (ratio=0.8), MNN = Mutual nearest neighbour. First, second and third best
results highlighted in bold

# Images # Registered # Sparse Points # Obervations Track Length Reproj. Error # Inliner Pairs # Inliner Matches # Dense Points
Fountain

(kpScale = 6.75, MRNN) SIFT 11 11 14452 68693 4.7532 0.3822 55 120591 306765
Root-cvSIFT 11 11 14637 70142 4.7921 0.3892 55 125759 307127

ORB 11 11 11503 51817 4.5047 0.3069 50 75522 305507
Binboost 11 11 10989 48773 4.4383 0.3065 49 68825 306600
Beblid 11 11 12101 55189 4.5607 0.3089 47 81036 305152
TFeat 11 11 14619 70003 4.7885 0.3882 54 120246 308064

HardNet 11 11 15526 76050 4.8982 0.4253 55 148247 305208
(kpScale = 6.25, MRNN) Root-cvSIFT 11 11 14600 69940 4.790411 0.386571 55 124762 306559

ORB 11 11 11360 50956 4.485563 0.302056 50 73626 303974
Binboost 11 11 10602 46987 4.4319 0.303381 48 66305 303578
Beblid 11 11 11984 54670 4.561916 0.307243 48 79873 308127
TFeat 11 11 14568 69406 4.764278 0.384558 53 118141 310217

HardNet 11 11 15458 75556 4.887825 0.419981 55 146035 305871
(kpScale = 6.75, MNN) SIFT 11 11 15867 76036 4.792084 0.420497 55 146393 305270

Root-cvSIFT 11 11 16111 77755 4.826206 0.430788 55 154630 305352
ORB 11 11 14991 71118 4.744046 0.393666 55 124283 303825

Binboost 11 11 15382 72993 4.745352 0.399691 55 129655 305786
Beblid 11 11 15759 75727 4.805318 0.405906 55 142167 305419
TFeat 11 11 16278 78880 4.845804 0.431607 55 153725 305073

HardNet 11 11 17071 83973 4.919044 0.477603 55 183331 305701
(kpScale = 6.25, MNN) Root-cvSIFT 11 11 16038 77413 4.826849 0.42789 55 152981 305536

ORB 11 11 14973 70778 4.727042 0.379149 55 122704 304137
Binboost 11 11 15264 72330 4.738601 0.393996 55 127215 303078
Beblid 11 11 15706 75378 4.799312 0.400911 55 139917 307235
TFeat 11 11 16171 78249 4.838847 0.428271 55 151414 305010

HardNet 11 11 16966 83398 4.915596 0.471509 55 179905 306992
(kpScale = 5.5, MRNN) TFeat 11 11 14418 68219 4.731516 0.377333 55 113550 304871

HardNet 11 11 15317 74563 4.86799 0.413601 55 140658 307561
(kpScale = 5.5, MNN) TFeat 11 11 16125 77581 4.811225 0.42096 55 146741 307357

HardNet 11 11 16821 82513 4.905356 0.460455 55 175409 306923
(kpScale = 7.9, MRNN) TFeat 11 11 14688 70464 4.797386 0.390126 55 123617 303002

HardNet 11 11 15609 76629 4.909283 0.430886 55 152038 305375
(kpScale = 7.9, MNN) TFeat 11 11 16468 79666 4.837624 0.441057 55 157939 308461

HardNet 11 11 17241 84628 4.908532 0.482878 55 187433 305970
(kpScale = 10.5, MRNN) TFeat 11 11 14803 71061 4.800446 0.396289 54 127086 305510

HardNet 11 11 15709 77037 4.904004 0.434131 55 155297 304777
(kpScale = 10.5, MNN) TFeat 11 11 16681 80305 4.81416 0.448424 55 163367 303301

HardNet 11 11 17470 85234 4.878878 0.491404 55 191622 302593
Herzjesu

(kpScale = 6.75, MRNN) SIFT 8 8 7222 29951 4.1472 0.4108 28 44704 242124
Root-cvSIFT 8 8 7495 31386 4.1876 0.4243 28 47724 241527

ORB 8 8 5181 20242 3.9070 0.3314 25 27355 245651
Binboost 8 8 4586 17738 3.8679 0.3316 23 23581 245169
Beblid 8 8 5535 22056 3.9848 0.3328 23 29488 241471
TFeat 8 8 7413 30876 4.1651 0.4205 28 45397 241184

HardNet 8 8 8120 35016 4.3123 0.4630 28 57427 239744
(kpScale = 6.25, MRNN) Root-cvSIFT 8 8 7453 31142 4.178452 0.419392 28 47171 241756

ORB 8 8 5052 19740 3.907363 0.331043 25 26640 243647
Binboost 8 8 4401 16894 3.838673 0.327949 23 22567 240139
Beblid 8 8 5469 21735 3.974218 0.330911 24 29049 243904
TFeat 8 8 7324 30559 4.172447 0.418936 28 44437 241634

HardNet 8 8 8052 34689 4.308122 0.460062 28 56452 242790
(kpScale = 6.75, MNN) SIFT 8 8 8267 34825 4.212532 0.459833 28 56089 243580

Root-cvSIFT 8 8 8562 36314 4.241299 0.473878 28 60657 243811
ORB 8 8 7599 31476 4.142124 0.409204 28 46415 239983

Binboost 8 8 7644 32060 4.194139 0.456726 28 47845 234735
Beblid 8 8 8188 34715 4.239741 0.441219 28 54936 238777
TFeat 8 8 8631 36727 4.255243 0.476186 28 60675 239675

HardNet 8 8 9444 40483 4.286637 0.517284 28 74867 239362
(kpScale = 6.25, MNN) Root-cvSIFT 8 8 8519 36175 4.24639 0.471098 28 60025 242534

ORB 8 8 7511 31186 4.152044 0.411698 28 45865 245541
Binboost 8 8 7494 31359 4.184548 0.422932 28 46283 238527
Beblid 8 8 8150 34566 4.241227 0.43877 28 54325 244641
TFeat 8 8 8543 36273 4.245932 0.470027 28 59014 243300

HardNet 8 8 9333 40170 4.304082 0.515132 28 73960 241973
(kpScale = 5.5, MRNN) TFeat 8 8 7163 29682 4.143794 0.41511 28 42551 241002

HardNet 8 8 7934 34111 4.299345 0.455287 28 54351 237032
(kpScale = 5.5, MNN) TFeat 8 8 8420 35721 4.242399 0.460444 28 57212 239148

HardNet 8 8 9194 39554 4.302154 0.503182 28 71391 239197
(kpScale = 7.9, MRNN) TFeat 8 8 7545 31513 4.176673 0.424224 28 46982 243006

HardNet 8 8 8223 35482 4.31497 0.467605 28 58943 237153
(kpScale = 7.9, MNN) TFeat 8 8 8829 37377 4.233435 0.479944 28 62793 243287

HardNet 8 8 9666 41197 4.262053 0.522596 28 77321 240013
(kpScale = 10.5, MRNN) TFeat 8 8 7668 31970 4.169275 0.430101 28 48630 244079

HardNet 8 8 8344 35868 4.298658 0.471252 28 60335 241670
(kpScale = 10.5, MNN) TFeat 8 8 9014 38129 4.229976 0.491899 28 65432 240775

HardNet 8 8 9929 41882 4.218149 0.533738 28 80195 238021
Madrid Metropolis

(kpScale = 6.75, MRNN) Root-cvSIFT 1344 498 110648 702874 6.352343 0.581195 206909 6587238 1711262
ORB 1344 388 42743 293148 6.858386 0.460532 16549 1240911 1402743

Binboost 1344 334 27098 189826 7.005166 0.43015 8245 724955 1271225
Beblid 1344 362 32552 240141 7.37715 0.427116 10557 1017121 1318452
TFeat 1344 452 78732 502049 6.376683 0.570757 167306 4650308 1550856

HardNet 1344 574 93383 697150 7.465492 0.634207 36989 3791850 2040193
(kpScale = 6.75, MNN) Root-cvSIFT 1344 729 286519 1136306 3.965901 0.678011 898184 77745627 1349061

ORB 1344 457 135826 576138 4.241736 0.641296 898475 77323855 1085693
Binboost 1344 514 143622 629993 4.386466 0.668252 897792 67946197 1129936
Beblid 1344 609 199483 803847 4.029652 0.667516 898421 73601125 1191395
TFeat 1344 690 262790 986470 3.753834 0.677615 897709 75823683 1233791

HardNet 1344 849 359610 1438909 4.001304 0.701354 898257 79144113 1436234
(kpScale = 7.9, MRNN) TFeat 1344 470 84128 560376 6.660993 0.587246 115373 4086378 1672663
(kpScale = 10.5, MRNN) TFeat 1344 515 90665 631627 6.966602 0.616257 61661 3582090 1743160
(kpScale = 18, MRNN) TFeat 1344 490 86784 628788 7.245437 0.682455 29280 2846020 1758547
(kpScale = 6.25, MNN) TFeat 1344 705 262863 964732 3.670094 0.674749 897709 74376723 1245555

HardNet 1344 812 314597 1316759 4.185542 0.709686 898255 77086411 1452817
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3.2. Local descriptor efficiency evaluation

Table 3.3: Evaluation results on ETH local features benchmark with SIFT keypoint
detector (DoG) and Mutual nearest neighbour with different ratio test.

# Images # Registered # Sparse Points # Obervations Track Length Reproj. Error # Inliner Pairs # Inliner Matches # Dense Points
Fountain

ratio = 0.95 ORB 11 11 14359 67808 4.7223 0.3690 55 115192 306665
Binboost 11 11 14709 69454 4.7219 0.3840 55 118278 306251
Beblid 11 11 15072 72246 4.7934 0.3870 55 129212 304082

ratio = 0.9 ORB 11 11 13648 63733 4.6698 0.3513 54 103312 310351
Binboost 11 11 13772 64185 4.6605 0.3602 55 103041 304901
Beblid 11 11 14242 67674 4.7517 0.3639 55 113825 307997

ratio = 0.85 ORB 11 11 12661 58248 4.6006 0.3294 52 89712 308795
Binboost 11 11 12581 57338 4.5575 0.3313 52 86095 305663
Beblid 11 11 13236 61813 4.6701 0.3372 52 97037 304217

ratio = 0.8 ORB 11 11 11503 51817 4.5047 0.3069 50 75522 305507
Binboost 11 11 10989 48773 4.4383 0.3065 49 68825 306600
Beblid 11 11 12101 55189 4.5607 0.3089 47 81036 305152

ratio = 0.75 ORB 11 11 10095 44112 4.3697 0.2855 46 61258 304019
Binboost 11 11 9033 38604 4.27367 0.2772 43 51952 306210
Beblid 11 11 10582 47017 4.4431 0.2790 46 64968 306639

ratio = 0.7 ORB 11 11 8363 35364 4.2286 0.2593 42 47467 301806
Binboost 11 11 6676 27192 4.0731 0.2450 37 35866 304878
Beblid 11 11 8810 37652 4.2738 0.2500 39 49507 303812

Herzjesu
ratio = 0.95 ORB 8 8 7207 29629 4.1111 0.3983 28 43397 238674

Binboost 8 8 7257 29980 4.1312 0.4127 28 43387 239241
Beblid 8 8 7770 32695 4.2079 0.4199 28 50060 244695

ratio = 0.9 ORB 8 8 6627 6627 4.0697 0.3799 28 38500 241183
Binboost 8 8 6555 26654 4.0662 0.3841 27 37063 242963
Beblid 8 8 7134 29691 4.1619 0.3884 27 43294 242220

ratio = 0.85 ORB 8 8 5944 23811 4.0059 0.3587 25 32867 240898
Binboost 8 8 5665 22541 3.9790 0.3590 25 30288 239736
Beblid 8 8 6372 25958 4.074 0.3582 26 36259 240462

ratio = 0.8 ORB 8 8 5181 20242 3.9070 0.3314 25 27355 245651
Binboost 8 8 4586 17738 3.8679 0.3316 23 23581 245169
Beblid 8 8 5535 22056 3.9848 0.3328 23 29488 241471

ratio = 0.75 ORB 8 8 4274 16296 3.8128 0.3102 22 21885 244281
Binboost 8 8 3478 12892 3.7067 0.3012 22 17403 243661
Beblid 8 8 4530 17552 3.8746 0.3050 22 23065 241585

ratio = 0.7 ORB 8 8 3271 12144 3.7126 0.2915 21 16748 243637
Binboost 8 8 2300 8277 3.5987 0.2792 19 11986 243643
Beblid 8 8 3427 12829 3.7435 0.2744 19 17001 245736

3.2.1 Description time evaluation based on mikolajczyk dataset

Description time evaluation uses the Mikolajczyk dataset to calculate the time re-
quired for different descriptors to describe the same image. Features are detected
by DoG detector. The experiment is repeated 5 times to obtain the accurate average
result. For CNN based descriptors, we also compare the execution time on CPU and
on GPU.

On the other hand, as different images have different content, it leads to different
number of features in different images which will affect the descriptor computation
time. So here we also evaluate the average description time on the whole dataset to
get some insights into the overall performance.

All the experiment on PC platform were conducted on 6-core Intel E5-1650 3.50GHz
CPUs, 94G of RAM and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080, to ensure consistency and com-
parability in the time evaluation.

Table. 3.4 shows the average description time on one image of each sequence using
different descriptors. Table. 3.5 shows the average time in the whole dataset. In
general, the more the features, the longer the description time. It’s obvious that ORB
and BEBLID are the fastest descriptor and HardNet has the lowest ranking when
the CNN-based descriptors execute on the CPU. However, executing on the GPU, the
speed of TFeat and HardNet are improved significantly, where HardNet is faster than
RootSIFT and BinBoost, and TFeat has the best performance.
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Table 3.4: Average execution time of each descriptor (in seconds) and average number
of features detected by DoG detector of each scene on the Mikolajczyk dataset. Best
results highlighted in bold.

Detector: DoG Graf Bark Bikes Boat Leuven Trees Ubc Wall

Descriptor (s)

RootSIFT 1.4221 1.6142 0.4299 2.5909 0.4160 4.0091 2.2586 4.0226
ORB 0.1122 0.1366 0.0379 0.2250 0.0432 0.2495 0.2063 0.3304

BinBoost 1.5982 1.9174 0.5296 2.9285 0.6511 4.3348 2.7440 4.5506
BEBLID 0.1133 0.1101 0.0353 0.1663 0.0372 0.2554 0.0906 0.3500

TFeat-CPU 1.6167 2.0844 0.8001 2.5186 1.1949 3.0061 2.4625 3.3254
HardNet-CPU 8.2165 9.1204 4.2807 13.6166 4.3345 16.9689 9.5442 18.6270

Execution using GPU

TFeat-GPU 0.0739 0.0841 0.0134 0.0611 0.0189 0.0897 0.0575 0.2076
HardNet-GPU 0.5036 0.5336 0.1346 0.6656 0.1857 1.1157 0.6053 1.3590

Number of Features 3603.1667 4103.3333 1327.1667 6401.8333 1765.8333 9837.5000 5926.6667 10847.0000

Table 3.5: Average execution time of each descriptors (in seconds) and average num-
ber of features detected by DoG detector on the Mikolajczyk dataset. Best results
highlighted in bold

Detector: DoG Mikolajczyk Dataset

Descriptor (s)

Root-cvSIFT 2.0954
ORB 0.1676

Binboost 2.4068
BEBLID 0.1448

TFeat-CPU 2.1261
HardNet-CPU 10.5886

TFeat-GPU 0.0758
HardNet-GPU 0.6379

Number of Features 5476.5625

It is easy to see that the CNN-based descriptors are computationally less efficient
than the handcrafted descriptors and the descriptors based on traditional learning
methods. But they perform comparably to and even outperform the other descriptors
with the usage of GPU. Binary descriptors are generally better in computation time
than the real-value descriptor.

3.2.2 Real-time processing evaluation based on mobile application

Real-time is a very important property in mobile applications. With the aim of prac-
tical efficiency demonstration, this experiment is performed through a handheld mo-
bile phone in a real environment. We implement an augmented reality application in
android using the device’s camera and descriptors to achieve simple real-time pattern
recognition and augmented reality.

An image is chosen as reference image containing a pattern. The application is aimed
to search the pattern in each frame passing through by the camera. The basic steps
are as follows:

1. Feature detection: use ORB keypoint detector to find 1000 keypoints in the
pattern and the current frame.

2. Feature description: use descriptors to describe the detected keypoints.
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3.2. Local descriptor efficiency evaluation

3. Feature matching: match the feature points using brute force matching.

4. Transformation matrix estimation: according to the corresponding feature
points in the pattern and the frame, use PROSAC [38] algorithm to find the
homograph transformation matrix and detect good matches.

5. Mapping: map the points of the pattern with the obtained homograph onto the
current frame.

6. Camera relative pose estimation: estimate the pose of the camera relative to
the pattern.

7. Plotting: plot the corner of the pattern and the 3D axis to the current frame, as
shown in Fig. 3.17.

Figure 3.16: Reference image used in the application.

The average descriptor computation time shows the efficiency of the descriptors. Be-
sides, device’s power consumption over time when running the application helps
understand how the application, especially the descriptor, uses battery resources.
With the help of battery historian tool and battery stats file of Android Studio, the
evaluated metrics are average device estimated power use due to CPU usage, average
battery discharge rate and average temperature increase rate. All results are obtained
by the running the application during 10 minutes for each descriptor.

Average discharge =
Initial Battery level (mAh)− Final battery level (mAh)

Initial Battery level (mAh)× n◦ of processed frame
× 100%

(3.7)

Average temperature increase =
Final temperature− Initial temperature

Initial temperature× n◦ of processed frame
× 100%

(3.8)
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Figure 3.17: Screenshot of the application, plotting the corners and the 3D axis on
the detected pattern.

Average description time =
Total description time

n◦ of processed frame
× 100% (3.9)

All experiments were conducted on the same mobile device with a Samsung Exynos
8895 processor that features a 64-bit octa-core CPU (4x Exynos M2 @ 2.31GHz 4x
Cortex-A53 @ 1.69GHz) and 3678MB of RAM.

All the code of pattern detection and descriptors algorithm are written natively us-
ing C++. The implementation of SIFT, ORB and Binboost are supplied in OpenCV.
BEBLID is implemented in C++. The original TFeat model is built using PyTorch (ver-
sion 1.5). In order to load it using OpencCV (version 4.4.0) DNN module and perform
image description in the application, we follow the steps below:

1. In Python:

• Set the model to inference (evaluating) mode using model.eval() function
in PyTorch.

• Export the PyTorch model into ONNX format using torch.onnx.export() ,
as the PyTorch model is not supported currently in OpenCV.

2. In C++:

• Load the ONNX file by OpenCV, using cv::dnn::readNet() function in
OpenCV that read deep learning network represented in one of the sup-
ported formats, or using cv::dnn::readNetFromONNX() function.

• Create 4-dimensional blob (4D Tensor) with cv::dnn::blobFromImage()
from image patch.

• Perform inference using network.setInput() to set the input, and then
using network.forward() to do forward propagation.
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3.2. Local descriptor efficiency evaluation

We also implemented the experiment in Java, using PyTorch Mobile (version 1.5) and
TFLite (version 2.2.0) to load TFeat network and compute image descriptor. To use
TFLite model in android applications, the main steps are:

1. Set the model to inference (evaluating) mode using model.eval() function of
PyTorch in Python.

2. Export the PyTorch model into ONNX format using torch.onnx.export() .

3. Load the ONNX model and convert it to Tensorflow model as frozen graph file,
using the onnx_model.export_graph() function from onnx- tf package.

4. Convert the Tensorflow frozen graph to TFLite file using the tensorflow function
lite.TFLiteConverter.from_frozen_graph() .

To use PyTorch model in android applications, the main steps are:

1. Set the model to inference (evaluating) mode with model.eval() .

2. Convert the model into TorchScript using torch.jit.trace() and save the
model into ONNX format using traced_script_module.save() .

Here, to speed up the inference, optionally, we can control the thread number using
PyTorchAndroid.setNumThreads() to make the inference faster. Also, for both
TFlite and Pytorchm, we can convert the patches from Mat (matrix) to Buffer types,
in order to put all of them into one input tensor, performing batch inference.

Besides, we tried to do the Inference with GPU using TFLite. The TFeat network
loaded and performed inference sucessfuly on the CPU of the mobile phone. But
running on GPU has the error that some operators are not supported by GPU Delegate
and the dimension of input tensors are not correct. At last, we discarded the Java
version of the experiment, as the performance comparison implemented in C++ are
more fair and reasonable.

For HardNet, due to its relatively more complex architecture, it is not easy to per-
form the conversion from PyTorch to other frameworks. Some ooperators are not
supported in TFLite and OpenCV DNN module. We have tried:

1. Load with Opencv DNN: when loading the converted ONNX HardNet model with
Opencv, there is an error that the "ReduceMean" operators with the parameter
"keepdim" as 0 is not supported in OpenCV.

2. Load with TFLite: First, we tried to convert the ONNNX model to Tensorflow
model, and then use it to do the conversion to TFLite. Later, we tried to use an
evolution network of HardNet, called SOSNet, to do the conversion directly from
its Tensorflow model. However, both shown that "tf.Conv2D" operator is not a
builtin operator in TFLite. So we run the following code:

1 converter.target_spec.supported_ops = [tf.lite.OpsSet.TFLITE_BUILTINS,
tf.lite.OpsSet.SELECT_TF_OPS]

in order to use TensorFlow Lite with select TensorFlow operators. It is an exper-
imental feature and is still under development, providing to solve the problem
that, there are still a part of TensorFlow operators which are not yet natively
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Table 3.6: Average device power usage and average description time in mobile. Best
results highlighted in bold.

Discharge
(% / 100 frames)

Temperature increase
(% / 100 frames)

Description time
(ms / frame)

SIFT 0.4261 1.7338 340.1590
ORB 0.0609 0.2631 31.5261

BinBoost 0.2214 1.0578 140.7680
BEBLID 0.0546 0.1737 6.9787
TFeat 4.1667 12.0003 4106.74

supported by TFLite. The disadvantage is that, models converted with Tensor-
Flow operators will require a TFLite interpreter with a larger binary size than the
interpreter with only TFLite builtin operators. Also, the performance of Tensor-
Flow operators included in the TFLite model will not be optimized.

3. Load with TFLite:

For these reasons, in this experiment, we only evaluate the performance of TFeat as
a representative of CNN-based descriptors.

From experiment results shown in Table. 3.6, it is clear to see the benefit of binary
descriptors, especially the BEBLID. The description speed of TFeat is too slow to be
deployed in real-time processing only using CPU.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

The local feature extraction method, including feature detection and feature descrip-
tion, is a key issue in many applications of computer vision, image processing, and
pattern recognition, such as image matching, image classification, scene reconstruc-
tion, and image retrieval. Therefore, the local feature extraction method has received
much attention from researchers, and has become a hot research topic in recent
years. Besides, due to the rapid growth of machine learning, especially deep learn-
ing, many learned descriptors have been proposed.

Moreover, computer vision applications on mobile device platforms, such as aug-
mented reality, have developed quickly and successfully, and therefore, the demand
for real-time image recognition for mobile devices is increasingly urgent.

This thesis studied the state-of-the-art local feature description methods, from tra-
ditional handcrafted descriptors to more recent learning and deep-learning-based
descriptors, and carried out research on their performance, drawing on the existing
ideas of local features evaluation. On one hand, on the PC (Personal Computer), the
performance of the descriptors are compared in tasks such as image matching, patch
matching, patch verification, patch retrieval and image-based 3D reconstruction. On
the other hand, for real-time processing, descriptors are also evaluated in terms of
description efficiency using description time on the PC. In order to get more accurate
and realistic data, a novel evaluation approach based on mobile device is proposed in
the thesis, using augmented reality application to detect pattern and to measure the
efficiency of descriptors by power consumption and computation time.

According to the experiment results, the following observations are found out:

• In terms of the description accuracy, among the handcrafted descriptors, Root-
SIFT shows its good performance across different datasets and tasks, and some-
times even outperforms the CNN models. It implies that advanced hand-crafted
descriptors still perform on par or even outperform learned descriptors. In most
cases, the deep models HardNet and TFeat perform best. The learned descriptor
BEBLID also demonstrate its comparative advantage.

• In terms of the description efficiency, the binary descriptors demonstrates their
advantage in computation time and power consumption, comparing with float-
ing point descriptors. CNN-based descriptors have the problem of low efficiency
and require higher level hardware.
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In detail, we select three representative descriptors, BEBLID, RootSIFT, TFEAT, and
summarize their efficiency and accuracy. Beblid is the most efficient descriptor and
generally has reasonable accuracy. RootSIFT is the most powerful hand-crafted de-
scriptor, with accuracy comparable to some deep learning descriptors and medium
efficiency. TFeat has high accuracy as a deep-learned descriptor, but it is relatively
unfriendly in terms of real-time processing and resource consumption.

Although real-value handcrafted descriptors and deep-learned descriptors have cer-
tain advantages in terms of discriminability and robustness, its defects in real-time
performance limit its application on mobile platforms. Binary descriptors become the
best option for local feature description on the mobile device platform. In particular,
BEBLID is a suitable descriptor for use in practical applications.

As model reasoning becomes more accurate and the CNN gets deeper and deeper, the
size of the model, the memory consumed by the networks and the computation effi-
ciency becomes a problem. In the future, in order to deploy CNNs in mobile phones,
we can optimize the model by:

1. Model compression: effectively reduce parameter redundancy, thereby reduc-
ing storage occupation, communication bandwidth, and computational com-
plexity, such as:

• Quantitation: convert the floating point algorithm of the neural network to
a fixed point.

• Pruning: for a trained model, we can find an effective evaluation method
and cut unimportant connections or filters to reduce model redundancy.

2. Model acceleration: improve the computing efficiency of the network, specifi-
cally including:

• Optimization tools and libraries: TensorRT (Nvidia), TVM (Tensor Virtual
Machine) and so on.
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